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BombshellBombshell by Stuart Woods
Former CIA operative-turned-movie producer Teddy Fay becomes embroiled in two sticky situations involving a
vengeful criminal thug and malicious gossip that is overshadowing the career of a rising Centurion star. By the
authors of Smooth Operator.

Big SummerBig Summer by Jennifer Weiner
A woman confronts the dynamics of friendship and forgiveness while visiting Cape Cod to attend an old friend’s
increasingly disastrous wedding. By the best-selling author of Good in Bed and Mrs. Everything.

The Last TrialThe Last Trial by Scott Turow
A brilliant octogenarian defense lawyer on the brink of retirement seeks to prove the innocence of a long-time
friend, a former Nobel Prize winner who has been charged with murder. By the best-selling author of Presumed
Innocent.

All Adults HereAll Adults Here by Emma Straub
A matriarch confronts the legacy of her parenting mistakes while her adult children navigate respective
challenges in high standards and immaturity, before a teen granddaughter makes a courageous decision to tell
the truth. By the best-selling author of Modern Lovers

HideaHideawwayay by Nora Roberts
Years after escaping a kidnapper with the help of a young man, a Hollywood hopeful pursues healing in Ireland
before she is compelled to return to Los Angeles, where she encounters unexpected opportunities in love and
vengeance.

The 20th VictimThe 20th Victim by James Patterson
Investigating three simultaneous murders in Los Angeles, Chicago and San Francisco, SFPC sergeant Lindsay
Boxer identifies an unsettling link between the victims before the killer’s escalating shootings galvanize the
country.

On Ocean BoulevOn Ocean Boulevardard by Mary Alice Monroe
Returning to Charleston after a 16-year absence, Cara Rutledge reconnects with family members before her
second wedding is abruptly halted by a devastating illness. By the best-selling author of The Summer Guests.

Robert B. Parker's Grudge MatchRobert B. Parker's Grudge Match by Mike Lupica
Reluctantly taking the case of a long-time gangster associate who will forgive a betrayal in return, private
investigator Sunny Randall tracks down the man’s missing girlfriend and business partner before the murder of a
witness reveals unanticipated dangers.

Eagle StationEagle Station by Dale Brown
When Russia and China forge an unlikely alliance to claim the moon’s natural resources, Brad McLanahan and the
Iron Wolf Squadron scramble to prevent the construction of a heavily armed moon base.
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Close UpClose Up by Amanda Quick
Protecting a crime-scene photographer who has identified elusive details connecting a string of murders,
reclusive investigator Nick Sundridge uses his own uncanny talents to tie the killer to 1930s Hollywood society.
By the best-selling author of the Arcane Society series.

Truth and JusticeTruth and Justice by Fern Michaels
Alexis Thorn and Joe Esposito rally the Sisterhood around an Afghanistan War soldier's grieving widow, a victim
of a fertility clinic con artist who has destroyed her chance to have a child with her late husband.

Someone Like YSomeone Like Youou by Karen Kingsbury
Shattered by the discovery that she is not the biological daughter of her parents, Maddie abruptly ends an
engagement and moves away before connecting with the grieving friend of a sister and family she never knew
existed.

The Goodbye ManThe Goodbye Man by Jeffery Deaver
A sequel to The Never Game finds Colter Shaw investigating a mysterious organization in Washington State that is
either a therapeutic healing colony or a dangerous cult under the sway of a charismatic leader.

Wrath of PoseidonWrath of Poseidon by Clive Cussler
A latest entry in the best-selling series that includes, The Oracle, continues the high-risk exploits of husband-
and-wife treasure-hunting team Sam and Remi Fargo. Co-written by the co-author of the Dirk Pitt Adventures.

Fair WFair Warningarning by Michael Connelly
When a woman with whom he shared a one-night stand is found brutally murdered, veteran reporter Jack McEvoy
tracks down a serial killer who has been operating under the radar. By the best-selling author of The Poet.

A PrivA Private Cathedralate Cathedral by James Lee Burke
Swept up in a criminal underworld rivalry involving a pair of star-crossed teen lovers, Detective Dave
Robicheaux is targeted by a time-traveling superhuman assassin who forces him to confront the demons of his
own past.

Hello, SummerHello, Summer by Mary Kay Andrews
When the dream job she has pursued all her adult life suddenly disappears, an ambitious journalist returns to her
family’s small-town newspaper before witnessing a car accident that ends the life of a local war hero.
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